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For Teams Who  
Don’t Go Gently 

Our journey began with our founder Paul’s vision 

to shake up the western wear industry with 

values rooted in quality, comfort, and down home 

hospitality. Everything we’ve built was only made 

possible because of a team of hardworking folks 

all pulling in the same direction — anything but 

gently. So, we understand just how important it is 

to celebrate the wins together. Gather your group, 

raise a glass, and step into a pair of handcrafted boots 

worthy of your go-getters.

We’ll roll out the cowhide carpet for y’all at any of our 

stores, with corporate and bulk order pricing that’s a 

square deal anyway you slice it.

Round up the crew and yee haw!
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Group Offerings

Team Gif ting
Provide your team with boots, bags, and leather goods. 

Personalized Leather Stamping
Make your gift personal with your company’s initials. 

Wedding Parties
Give your wedding party a little giddy-up. 

Corp or ate Events & Fit tings
We’ll help you plan and host an in-store event at any of our retail locations.
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Bags
Find a trusty, reliable travel partner, ready for 
wherever you’re going. Our bags bring limitless 

functionality in exceptionally handsome packages. 

We’re all headed somewhere — be it a promotion, a big pitch, hosting a team bonding event, or finding just the right way to say, 

“thank you.” All of our western goods are born from tradition and crafted from the finest materials in the business. Thoughtful 

products make for thoughtful gifts. Wherever your team or group is headed, they’ll arrive in comfort and confidence in Tecovas. 

Western Goods for New Frontiers

small leatheR goods
Wallets and belts made from the  
same fine leather as our boots.

Accessories
The little things can go a long way. 

Men’ s & Women’ s Boots
We make both men’s and women’s boots built for  

any occasion — business and casual. And they’re all 
comfortable out of the box.

|  Products
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Pricing that Won’t  
Break the Bank

Traditionally, we’re not one for sales or discounts. Our  

direct-to-consumer pricing ensures that all of our products 

are sold at wholesale prices, and by cutting out retail  

middlemen, we can pass savings on to our customers.  

For corporate and bulk orders, we do offer a tiered markdown

structure starting at 8 units of a given product/category. 

Always a  
GrandGrand  Opening

Opening a box of new Tecovas is an experience in and  

of itself. Attention to detail, handcrafted packaging,  

and the smell of a fresh pair of boots are all things we  

take pride in. Let us provide your team with a thoughtful  

and personalized gifting and unwrapping experience. 

|  Pricing
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Let Us Host, Y ’allY ’all
Walking into a Tecovas store is a sensory experience. The 

smell of leather, a friendly smile, and products you’ll want 

to pick up and get to know are all waiting for you. We’ll also 

happily pour you a drink or polish those boots of yours. We 

built these stores for a reason and you’re it. Bring your team 

in for a group fitting, or happy hour. 

Hos ted Group Gif ting E xperience

• Non-private, In-store event

• Personalized fitting by a dedicated retail associate(s)

• Complimentary cocktails provided by Tecovas

• Get personalized debossing on select products in-store

• Requirement: Purchase commitment of 8+ units of any given 
category. Our ability to accommodate larger groups varies by 
store. 

w h at oth e r o ffe r i n g s c a n tecova s prov i d e  

at  a  pr i vate- f it t i n g?

• Boot Shine station (only available in-store)

• Debossing Machine for personalization of Bags, Belts  
& Wallets

|  In-Store Event Hosting
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We’re Putting Down Roots

Austin, TX - South Congress

Austin, TX - Domain Northside

Dallas, TX - Henderson

Dallas, TX - NorthPark Center

Fort Worth, TX - N Main St

Houston, TX - City Centre

Houston, TX - Rice Village

Plano, TX - Legacy West

San Antonio, TX - La Cantera

The Woodlands, TX - Market Street

Waco, TX - Waco

Birmingham, AL - The Summit

Rogers, AK - Pinnacle Hills

Scottsdale, AZ  - Kierland Commons

Tucson, AZ - La Encantada

Rancho Cucamonga, CA - Victoria Gardens

Aspen, CO - Aspen 

Denver, CO - Cherry Creek North

Jacksonville, FL - St Johns Town Center

Atlanta, GA - Atlanta

Leawood, KS - Town Center Crossing

Baton Rouge, LA - Perkins Rowe

Charlotte, NC - Atherton Mill

Omaha, NE - Nebraska Crossing

Oklahoma City, OK - Classen Curve

Charleston, SC - King Street

Raleigh, NC - North Hills

Memphis, TN - Saddle Creek

Nashville, TN - Broadway

Fairfax, VA - Mosaic

|  Store Locations
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The Golden Age of Boots Never Lost a Step

d e s i g n e d i n  aust i n ,  t x

The western boot is an icon. We favor simple, timeless designs that never 
go out of style. Our boots are as in style today as they were 50 years ago, 
and will be 50 years from now. As we see it, tradition and confidence are 
always in, and that’s what our designs stand for.

h a n d m a d e i n  leó n ,  m e x i co

Any boot worth its own heel is made in León. From fine leathers and  
hand-laid cording to the individual pacing of lemonwood pegs, it takes  
a team of artisans over 200 steps to make a single boot by hand. That’s  
quality you can truly feel.

|  Bootmaking

https://vimeo.com/141478656
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In Case You  
Were Wondering...

Who c an acce ss a Corp or ate Sale s  

account with Tecovas?

Any customer/company who understands that Tecovas 

works on a direct-to-consumer model and does not provide 

wholesale prices for resale. With any bulk purchase, the 

customer agrees to use our products solely as a gift and/or 

complimentary incentive to clients and not to purpose for 

resale at any point.

Why d oe sn ’ t Tecovas offer dis count s  

or have sale s?

Tecovas is committed to offering handcrafted, quality 

goods that do not break the bank. Thanks to our direct-

to-consumer business model, we’re able to cut out the 

middleman and eliminate unnecessary markups. This 

allows us to pass those savings along to our customers 

and offer our products at fair, wholesale-level prices every 

day. With the exception of products we’re discontinuing, 

we don’t typically markdown our goods. We do make 

exceptions for larger, bulk orders and we’ve done our best 

to design a discount structure that’s mutually beneficial for 

both us and our corporate customers!

Re turn p olic y f or Corp Sale s items

We have a strict 30-day return policy on all unused, like-

new products. Anything debossed or customized in any 

way will be final sale and non-returnable.

|  FAQ
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If you love your Tecovas, we want to hear about it. Tag us on social media,  

and we’ll tag you back to over a hundred thousand of our followers.

We LoveLove to Share

“They have definitely earned my repeat business.”

@Tecovas  |  #Tecovas  |  #GoInTecovas

“What a great price for a great boot and 

the customer support is outstanding. I 

would highly recommend Tecovas boots 

for quality and comfort.”  —Robert J. 

Great Boot

“The quality of this boot is amazing. It’s 

very comfortable right out of the box. 

The customer service is very helpful. This 

is my fourth pair of Tecovas and I highly 

recommend them.”  —Edwin D.

The Quality of this Boot

“Top shelf customer service at Tecovas! 

Not only do these folks know boots, they 

know how to make every customer feel 

special. They got my groomsmen and I all 

set up for my wedding day and everyone 

was thrilled! They have definitely earned 

my repeat business.”  —Trevor S.

Fort Worth Wedding

|  Social



start g i f t ing

Thanks.Thanks.Let’s talk soon!

talk to us

co r p o r ate sa le s@tecova s .co m
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https://www.tecovas.com/pages/corporate-gifts
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